SOUTHERN CLUBS WILL ENLARGE NEW YEAR DANCE

Hoosacade Will Be Held In Main Hall In Lien of North Hall

BIDNIS' Band Plays At Annual Affair

Bouwer, Souvenirs, Favors and Noisemakers Help Revellers Welcome New Year

Faced with the problem of turning all Charity Affair reserves to the New Year's Eve Masquerade, the 515 Club's dance committee reached a solution by transfering the dance from North Hall to Main Hall of Walker. An additional application of reservations to the latter dance may be had in the Main Hall, to the left of the entrance. Hoosacade's band, a popular club and orchestra, has been engaged for the dance which will cost from 10 to 100 cents. 4.4. 15.

Dancing and music will be of the highest order, as the committee has commissioned the design and building of a new dance floor. The students who attend have been requested to wear the white tie and tails as last year. The dance will last until 2 A. M. Tentative arrangements have been made to secure Professors W. G. Oldham and J. C. Taylor, who will give their opinions on the authors, and have been sure that this year's production will be their best effort.
**EDITORIAL Continued**

was obtained all right, since alliah's deputed all the wick in equal proportion. But it was very expensive by methods described in the first paragraph. Furthermore, it was not long before synthetic alliah replaced the natural product. Indeed, having the means by which the new Alliah was made, it is a pity that we did not look in on the next one. The fact that we fail to find intelligence, by which to fail to use energics with the greatest ef.

**NOT TIME ENOUGH**

**TECHNOLOGY UNION**

The great interest which Technology students appear to have in their own futures was evidenced by the lively interest which coated controversy at the second meeting of the Technology Union Sign. The question was, "Does a Technology training equate a man for his place in the society of the next twenty years?" No subject, perhaps, would be quite as ridiculous, quite as invalid, be it transcendent, or its choice the means of some- time. But of course, the Technology Union Action believes, does society exist? Can the actual technology of the future, as well as the actual engineering knowledge equally necessary.

Even since both phases of the students' education can eutaneously be given proper emphasis simultan- eously, the problem which is stressed in the future will become more societal and administrative. However, this public knowledge and priority must necessarily be as great as ever. For some reason, while we cannot ac- curately, it is difficult, then, to see how in a few years' time a student who wishes to acquire by courses alone the general and specialized knowledge which is to become the mainstay of his future, as well as the actual engineering knowledge equally necessary.
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California

ON THE SUNSET SLOPES OF BERKELEY, FACING THE GOLDEN GATE, THE MEN OF CALIFORNIA MAINTAIN STANDARDS OF APPAREL ON A FAR WIDER SCALE THAN THE STANDARDS OF CALIFORNIA'S MARVELOUS CLEANS.

It is significant that California's best-dressed men, like the University's foremost tailors, prefer the invisible Kover-Zip closures on trousers and slacks.

...George J. Good...

"Jacob Sidwell-taxis...
to California now-
say: 'For those who prefer zippers; we find the Kover-Zip to be far superior to the old-type. It is smooth, and no metal shows!"

SPORTS COMMENT

Once again we save the United States Postal Department using the Hangar Gym this week and next to help take care of the big increase in holiday mail that comes to us at this time of year. Of course, that means that Tech athletics and teams cannot use the Hangar during this period. There are no contests scheduled until the new year, so that the storing of the gym until after Christmas down to an absolute necessity. All those who do wish to work out can see Walcott Gym during the holidays.

For the benefit of those track men who want to keep in training during the holiday period, they may use the Hangar Gym this week and next to help take care of the big increase in holiday mail that comes to us at this time of year. Of course, that means that Tech athletics and teams cannot use the Hangar during this period. There are no contests scheduled until the new year, so that the storing of the gym until after Christmas down to an absolute necessity. All those who do wish to work out can see Walcott Gym during the holidays.

WALDES KOH-INOOR, LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

FRANK B. HANSEN, 1080 BOYLSTON STREET

PREVIOUSLY BOSTON, MASS. AUTHORIZED

MARKED PREFERENCE AMONG COLLEGE MEN FOR KOVER-ZIP

The one surprising finding for the holidays seems the requirements of good taste, fashion, and comfort. The number of college men from coast to coast, though the ordinary fashion-conscious might be excused in not consisting much, has put the embargo lifted by it. It has been learned that college men who dress in Kover-Zip will continue to do so, for they know you can see the metal. It is simple, and looks right at home. Boston College is one of the "best-dressed" college cities, as illustrated in the Walcott Gym recently.
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